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This research article is the continuation of the research article published in Ashese journal in December 2019
(http://ashese.co.uk/ajps-v3-issue-7/philosophy-of-mathematics-applying-the-theory-of-thoughts-as-mathematical-waves),
that
thoughts as mathematical waves implies that God is mathematician. That God is mathematician makes intellectualism the right
philosophy. God did not create the Universe because one universe or another always existed. God is not all powerful because
some infinites do not exist. As God is a mathematician, the afterlife is for studying and teaching. For half a century, the Western
world has denied an intellectualism which made the greatness of the Western world. The succession is slow to come.

INTRODUCTION
That thoughts are mathematical waves implies that God is mathematician (See: http://ashese.co.uk/ajps-v3-issue-7/philosophy-ofmathematics-applying-the-theory-of-thoughts-as-mathematical-waves). The mathematical infinite is an attribute of God. A particular
mathematical infinite describes physical space. Physical space being infinite strengthens the opinion that God exists. God is not a
character. The existence of laws of nature and of laws of ethics is derived from the existence of God. The laws of Nature are
mathematical. God did not create the Universe because one universe or another always existed (See: http://ashese.co.uk/ajp-v3issue-1/about-elementary-particles-of-physics). God is not all powerful because some infinites do not exist (See:
http://ashese.co.uk/ajps-v3-issue-2/about-elementary-particles-of-physics). As God is mathematician, afterlife is for studying and
teaching. Most of the time, the help of God arrives late; so, time is a problem.
That God is mathematician makes intellectualism the right philosophy. For half a century, the Western world has denied an
intellectualism which made the greatness of the Western world. The succession is slow to come. The Western world is trapped in the
search for material comfort. Situated cognition is an example of relativism which is already there in Marxism about “superstructure”
and which denies the existence of an absolute knowledge. Besides, it repels any different opinion as a different specialty, if any.
Thoughts are produced by spiritual energy which is the ability to do so (ability to do such work). Physical energy is used to
maintain the brain and not directly to produce thoughts. The problem of nowadays is that researchers chose topics which will not be
confirmed as interesting by posterity. We need to be more aware of what we do not know to follow the advice of Socrates.
Researchers take much time (up to 5 years) to digest really new ideas published. Research should involve understanding the History
of ideas. History should not be only a description.
Religions had to lie about the features of afterlife because people find it difficult to understand that afterlife can be different from
life.
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